
 

 

 

INDOOR BIBLE VERSE SCAVENGER HUNT 

 

Open your Bible to find the verse which will provide the clue.  

You will need to take pictures of the items for proof of their existence. 

Have fun!  

Once finished, please email us your answers and pictures to  

newbold.pathfinder@gmail.com 

Suggested Bible version: NKJV 

 

1. It can move, make creaking noise when you step on it:  1 Kings 6:30  

2. It can be reclined, typically flat and rectangular shape: Luke 5:18  

3. It helped feeding the multitudes and protected Moises: Acts 9:25  

4. Makes people happy and comes in many colours: Exodus 25:34  

5. Everything Joseph held in these succeeded: 1 Samuel 10:4  

6. Can be sweet or bitter in a round shape: Song of Solomon 2:5  

7. Can change colour, can take all shapes and forms: Lamentations 5:4  

8. Joseph used a lot for his work: Exodus 25:5  

9. You can step on them or use to measure: John 13:6  

10. When you have more than one you can have a fleet: Luke 5:7  

11. Can have one big or many small stories in it: Revelation 22:7  

12. Metal you can get for being second best: Ezra 1:10  

13. Bring together several strings and you get: Acts 27:32  

14. Can protect us from the sun: Genesis 9:13  

15. Help David to get 5 smooth stones: Matthew 10:10  

16. Can be in many shapes, usually flat: Numbers 4:7  

17. At the end of 40 days, Noah opened it: Joshua 2:15  

18. It is known that you grow faster when you eat lots of it: Daniel 1:12  

19. In many cultures, it is used when you eat: Jeremiah 10:9  

20. It is said, studying can open many of them: Judges 4:20  

21. Body of Christ: Mark 6:8  

Bonus: A word that can be a verb, adjective or adverb, Zechariah 7:9  


